What’s New Painting PowerPac 5.15

New Functionality in Painting PowerPac 5.15

Conveyor Tracking
The functions related to conveyor tracking are included in this release. These help the user during
- Setup
  - Create a conveyor mechanism
  - Map conveyor mechanism with System(s)
- Programming
  - Part mapping
  - To quickly add RAPID instructions used in conveyor tracking
  - Graphically display of conveyor parameters such as and more.
- Simulation
  - Provides options to help during simulation, like Pause/Restart, Reset

Browser Structure with updates
It shall be possible for users to add instructions other than PaintL and SetBrush from the browser tree.
- The instructions MoveL, MoveJ, WaitWobj, DropWobj, ActUnit, DeactUnit, MovAbsJ, CnvSync, SetDO can be added from PowerPac.

All these instructions are added under a node called “Support Instruction”